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Abstract—Recently, Albanese et al. introduced priority encoding transmission (PET) for sending hierarchically organized messages over lossy
packet-based computer networks [1]. In a PET system, each symbol in the
message is assigned a priority which determines the minimal number of
codeword symbols that is required to recover that symbol. This note revisits the PET approach using tools from network information theory. We
first outline that priority encoding transmission is intimately related with
the broadcast erasure channel with degraded message set. Using the information spectrum approach, we provide an informational characterization
of the capacity region of general broadcast channels with degraded message
set. We show that the PET inequality has an information-theoretical counterpart: The inequality defining the capacity region of the broadcast erasure channel with degraded message sets. Hence the PET approach which
consists in time-sharing and interleaving classical erasure-resilient codes
achieves the capacity region of this channel. Moreover, we show that the
PET approach may achieve the sphere packing exponents. Finally, we observe that on some simple nonstationary broadcast channels, time-sharing
may be outperformed. The impact of memory on the optimality of the PET
approach remains elusive.
Index Terms—Broadcast channels, coding exponents, erasure-resilient
codes, information spectrum, priority encoding transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION
The quality of packet voice and image on the Internet has been
mediocre due, in part, to congestion-induced packet losses. From the
end-user viewpoint, the Internet can actually be modeled as an erasure
channel acting over the large input alphabet formed by IP packets. On
an erasure channel, each input symbol is either faithfully transmitted
or erased, independently from its value. The output alphabet contains
the input alphabet plus a special symbol denoting erasure. Although
retransmission upon request, automatic repeat request (ARQ) has
traditionally been the way to turn computer networks into reliable
channels, the delay requirement of multimedia applications eliminates
the possibility of retransmission and renews the interest for forward
error correcting (FEC) [2]. Potential users of FEC also have to take
into account that standard multimedia compression techniques [4]
introduce a hierarchical structure in the information source.
The priority encoding transmission (PET) approach has been motivated by the search for robust multicasting of digital video sequences
conforming to the MPEG standard [1]. In a first approximation, the
different sorts of frames constituting a GOP (group of pictures in the
MPEG methodology [4]) are assumed to form independent sources
(this would be true if compression were perfect). When using PET, the
source information is protected in such a way that even receivers undergoing high loss rates can reconstruct essential parts of the source flow
(for example, I-frames), while receivers undergoing lower loss rates
can reconstruct most of the flow.
This note outlines the connection between the pragmatically
motivated PET approach and the broadcast channel with degraded
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message set described in multiuser information theory [5]. In such
a broadcast channel, one transmitter tries to send k independent
messages m0 ; 1 1 1 mk01 (corresponding to different priority levels)
to k receivers (enjoying different reception conditions). The messages
are multiplexed by a channel encoder into a sequence of input symbols
x, x = f (m0 1 1 1 mk01 ). The i th receiver (0  i < k ) gets a
corrupted version yi of the input x, and tries to reconstruct messages
m0 1 1 1 mi . At least from an intuitive viewpoint, the task faced by
priority encoding transmission and coping with broadcast channels
are similar. To elaborate further, let us recall more precisely the PET
code description.
A PET code over alphabet X , with message length m, code length n,
and nondecreasing priority function is a pair of mappings f (encoder)
from X m to X n and  (decoder) from (X [ feg)n to X m [ frejectg
such that if w0 is obtained from f (w) by erasing at most n 0 (i)
symbols, then (w0 ) coincides with w at least on the first i symbols.
The values in the range of a priority function are called the priority
levels. In the sequel, the i th level of the priority function is denoted by
i
for 0  i < k .
The rate (resp., normalized rate) of a code represents the fraction
of information bits (resp., symbols) per symbol. Formally, the rate R
~ ) of a code of length n, with M codewords over
(resp., normalized rate R
1
alphabet X is n log M (resp., n1 logjXj M), all logarithms being given
~ ; 111R
~
in base 2. Following [1], a tuple of normalized rates (R
0
k01 ) is
~
achieved by a PET system if and only if there are exactly nRi symbols
from the message that are protected at level i. Though PET was not
presented in a Shannon-theoretical perspective, the following relevant
inequality is proved in [1, Theorems 3.3, 5.4]. For any PET system
k

01 nR
~
i

0=i

i

 1:

(1)

Inequality (1) puts combinatorial limits on finite sets of fixed-length
words. When restricted, for example, to the case of one priority level,
~  0 =n. Note that the latter
it coincides with the Singleton bound: R
0
bound cannot be achieved by codes of arbitrary length (cf., for example,
[1, Theorem 6.1]). On a given alphabet, arbitrarily long codes satisfying
the PET inequality do not exist and thus cannot be used to achieve
arbitrarily reliable transmission on lossy broadcast channels.
Moreover, the PET approach advocates a very simple method to
design broadcast codes. Packets are divided into slots, each slot size
defining an alphabet. For each priority level, apply a good point-topoint erasure-resilient code over the small alphabet corresponding to
the slot size and then interleave the resulting codewords in the packets.
This is a version of the engineering approach called time-sharing in [6].
This approach is known to be nonoptimal on many broadcast channels.
Assessing the PET approach from an information-theoretical viewpoint
amounts to first checking whether the capacity region of broadcast erasure channels with degraded message sets can be exhausted using priority encoding transmission. In the affirmative, the second natural question is: Does error probability decline as fast as possible when PET is
used?
We first use the information spectrum approach [7] to provide an informational characterization of the capacity region of general broadcast
channels with degraded message set (DMS) in Section II. This characterization illustrates the relevance to general broadcast channels with
memory of superposition codes as introduced in [6]. Then we show in
Section III that the PET approach achieves the capacity region of memoryless broadcast erasure channels with DMS and, moreover, that it
may achieve the sphere-packing exponent of this channel. The last sec-
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tion shows that on some simple nonstationary broadcast erasure channels, time-sharing may be outperformed.
II. BROADCAST CHANNEL WITH DEGRADED MESSAGE SET
A. General Definitions
In the sequel X ; Y denote families of input processes and their corresponding output through a channel W . For each n, X n denotes a
random variable over X n and Y n is distributed over Y n according to
W n (:jX n ). X n (i); Y n (i) denotes the ith element of X n ; Y n .
The entropy of a random variable X , H (X ) is defined by

H (X ) = 0

Pr
i

fX = ig log Pr fX = ig:

The mutual information between X and Y is defined by

1
I (X ; Y ) =

0

Pr
x; y

fX = x Y

=

yg

2 log PrfPrXf=X x=g xPrYf=X y=g yg :

The information spectrum approach has been proposed recently to
handle systems with general dependencies [7]. It relies on the notion of
liminf in probability: p 0 lim inf n!1 Xn is defined as the supremum
of such that lim supn!1 Pr fXn < g = 0. Given two random
processes (X ; Y ); the mutual information spectrum-inf is defined by

1 p 0 lim inf
I (X ; Y ) =
n!1

1

n

n
n n
Y = yn g :
2 log PrfX nfX= x=n gx2 Pr
fY n = yn g

Pr

memory is made). In the sequel, we will adopt the most convenient viewpoint depending on the situation.
The memoryless broadcast channel with degraded message set has
received a single letter characterization [5, Theorems III.4.1 and 3], [8].
The information spectrum approach allows to give an informational
(though not computational) characterization of operationally defined
achievable rates over general broadcast channels.
Let us now define the class of families of input processes S as
1 X and corresponding output
U 0 ; 1 1 1 U k02 ; U k01 with U k01 =
k01
families Y i=0 as follows. For every block length n, Uin is independent from Uin+2 1 1 1 X n ; Y n conditionally on Uin+1 , and Yin is
distributed according to Win (:jX n ). Let us insist on the fact that the
variables Uin (i < k 0 11) do not necessarily live in an n–dimensional
product space. Such families of input processes are general since no
consistency constraint between processes with different indices n and
m is imposed. The structure of input families is inspired from the
superposition codes construction [6].
RW (U i<kk ) is the set of tuple of rates (R0 1 1 1 Rk01 ) satisfying
0
0

 Ri  I (U i ; Y i jU i01; 1110 );
 Rj  I (U i ; Y i );


Proposition 1: The set of achievable rates (R0 ; R1 ; 1 1 1 Rk01 )
over a broadcast channel W with degraded message set is the closure
of

B. Broadcast Channels

Definition 1: A k -ary broadcast channel W consists of a sequence
of joint probability transitions W n (Y0n 1 1 1 Ykn01 jX n ) from X n toward
Y n2k . The marginal probability transitions Wi (Yin jX n) are called the
component channels.
A degraded message set can be transmitted at rate (R0 ; 1 1 1 Rk01 )
over W with error probability  if and only if there exists a family of
(broadcast) codes

RW (U i<kk ):

Proposition 1 can be completed by the determination of the region of

channels that have the strong converse property.
RW (; U i<kk ) is the set of tuple of rates (R0 1 1 1 Rk01 )
satisfying
lim sup Pr

!1

n

fYin ; Uin j U0n ; 1 1 1 ; Uin01 g  R :
i
Pr fYin jU0 ; 1 1 1 ; Uin01 g
_
n
n
fYi ; Ui g  Rj  : (2)
_i n1 log PrPr
fY n g

_i n1

log

Pr

i



j i

This set is closed.

and

in (yi ) = (m
^ 0; 1 1 1 m
^ i)
such that for almost all block length n, lim inf (log jMi j=n)  Ri
and for all i < k , the error probability experienced by the ith receiver
satisfies

111U k 2S

-achievable rate tuples and by the characterization of those broadcast

f n (m0 ; 1 1 1 mk01 ) 7! x

lim sup

for i < k :

j i

U ;

To avoid confusion, sources (corresponding to requested priority
levels) and component channels (corresponding to different levels
of transmission reliability) will be indexed using boldface indices
i; 1 1 1 ; k .

for i < k

1

ei (f n ; in ) =

max

m ;

111m

W [in (yi ) 6= (m0 1 1 1 mi )jf n (m0 ; 1 1 1 mk01 )]  :
The rate-tuple (Ri ) is than said to be -achievable over W . A broadcast
code with block length n, rates (Ri ), and error rate smaller than  for
all receivers on channel W is called an (n; R0 1 1 1 Rk01 ; )-code over
W . A tuple of rates is achievable if it is -achievable for all  > 0.
Remarks:
1) From the definition, it is immediate that the set of achievable
(resp., -achievable) rates is closed.
2) For broadcast channels, achievable rates do not depend on
whether we consider average (over codewords) or worst case
error probability (cf. [5], where no assumption on channel

Proposition 2: The set of -achievable rates (R0 ; R1 ; 1 1 1 ; Rk01 )
over a broadcast channel W with degraded message set is the closure
of

U ;

111U k 2S

RW (; U i<k ):

As \>0 RW (; U i<kk ) equals RW (U i<kk ), this could serve as a definition of RW (U i<kk ). Proposition 2 has an intuitive interpretation: for
a tuple of rates to be -achievable it is essential that the probability that
the amount of transmitted information is less than the corresponding
rate, is smaller than . The statement of the two technical Lemmas 1
and 2 that are used to prove Propositions 1 and 2 reveals that this intuition is quantitative.
A broadcast channel has the strong converse property if for any
tuple of rates (R0 ; R1 ; 1 1 1 ; Rk01 ), either (R0 ; R1 ; 1 1 1 ; Rk01 )
is -achievable for all  or any sequence of codes with rates
(R0 ; R1 ; 1 1 1 ; Rk 01 ) has error probability converging toward 1.
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3
Let RW (U i<k ) be the set of rate-tuples defined by

f

j

n
n
n
Pr Yi ; Ui U0 ;
1
log
i
n
n
Pr Yi U0 ;

_

lim inf Pr
n!1

f j

f

111

111

Uin01
n
Ui01

g

g
f g  j i Rj

n
n
1
Pr Yi ; Ui
log
i
n
n
Pr Yi

_

Proving that the strong converse property implies the inclusion is based
on Lemma 1 and simple closure properties. Proving that the proper
inclusion implies the strong converse property is based on Lemma 2 and
again on simple closure properties. Indeed, if the last inclusion holds,
the limiting probability that the amount of transmitted information is
below a certain value is either 1 or 0.

g  Ri
_
< 1:

(3)

The broadcast channels that have the strong converse properties may
be characterized by the following condition.
Proposition 3: A broadcast channel with degraded message set has
the strong converse property if and only if
3 (U )] = closure[[ R (U )]:
closure[[U i RW
Ui W
i<k
i<k
The proof of Propositions 1, 2, and 3 is an exercise in information
spectrum calculus. It relies on an information spectrum version of Feinstein’s lemma (for direct parts) and of its dual (for converse parts).
To alleviate notations, we assume k = 2.
Lemma 1: Let U and X be any input sequence, then for any positive integer (R0 ; R1 ), for any positive , there exists a broadcast
(n; R0 ; R1 ; en )-code satisfying

en

 Pr

1

n
or

or

log

1

n
1

n

x

PrX

jU

n
(x

PrY

log

log

jun )W0n (y0n jxn )
 R0 +
fy0n g

W1n (y1n jxn )
n jun g
PrY jU fy1
W1n (y1n jxn )
ng
PrY fy1

 R1 +

 R0 + R1 +

0n

+ 3e

 Pr

1

n
or

or

log

1

n
1

n

x

PrY

fy0n g

log

W1n (y1n jxn )
n jun g
PrY jU fy1

log

W1n (y1n jxn )
ng
PrY jU fy1

 R0 0

0 3 e0n

where U n is uniformly distributed on a set of M0 = 2nR disjoint sets
(clouds) of codewords and PrX jU places probability 20nR over
each codeword in a cloud.
A sketch of the proof of those two lemmas is given in the Appendix.
Remarks on the Proof of Propositions 1 and 2: The proof of the
direct part is an application of Lemma 1 and of the definition of the
mutual information spectrum-inf, as in [9, pp. 2782–2784]. The proof
of the converse part is an application of Lemma 2 and of the definition
of the mutual information spectrum-inf, as in [9, p. 2783–2784].
Remarks on the Proof of Proposition 3: As
[U i<k RW (U i<k )  closure [U i<k RW3 (U i<k )
always holds, the proof amounts to showing that the strong converse
property is equivalent to
3 (U )  closure [
closure [U i<k RW
U i<k RW (U i<k ):
i<k

closure

III. LOSSY BROADCAST CHANNELS
A. General Characterization
When specialized to lossy channels, the information spectrum approach provides a simple characterization of the capacity of single-user
lossy channels. Let us first introduce another notation. The loss process
n
n
(Z ) is defined as Z (i) = 1 if Y (i) is a loss, 0 otherwise. The loss
process completely defines the erasure channel. Z is assumed to be independent from channel inputs. Let X n (z n ) denote the subsequence
of random variables X n (i), such that z n (i) = 0.

~ = 1 0 p- lim sup
C

:

 R1 0

 R0 + R1 0

Thus even though the superposition codes idea was first motivated
by memoryless broadcast channels, the information spectrum approach
shows that it remains fully relevant in face of memory. Indeed, for the
broadcast channel, the characterization of the capacity region described
in Lemma 1 is closer to the memoryless characterization than in the
case of the multiple-access channel (cf. [9]). And it is natural to ask
whether something is lost when using the PET method. In the next
section, we show that almost nothing is lost in the memoryless case,
while in the last section, a simple example shows it may be false in
face of memory.

Proposition 4: The capacity of the erasure channel defined by the
loss process Z is

Lemma 2: For every n, any (n; R0 ; R1 ; en ) broadcast code satisfies
n n
n n n
PrX jU (x ju )W0 (y0 jx )

en

701

1

n in

Z n (i):

Remark: An erasure channel has the strong converse property if and
n
only if n1
in Z (i) converges in probability toward a fixed value.
For stationary ergodic channels, the capacity only depends on the stationary loss probability, but dependence may dramatically change the
reliability function of the channel. Let

1

H (X ) = p- lim inf 0 log Pr fX n g:
n
n
Proposition 1 can be specialized to lossy broadcast channels.
RW (U i<k ) is now the set of tuple of rates (R0 1 1 1 Rk01 ) satisfying
0  Ri
 I (U i ; X (Z i ) jU i01; 1110 )
0  Rk 01  H (X (Z k 01 ) jU k 02; 1110 )
0



0



j i
i<k

Rj

1

 I (U i ; X (Z i ));

Ri  H (X (Z k01 )):

for i < k 01

(4)

Remark: If a broadcast erasure channel has exchangeable component loss processes, it is said to be exchangeable. Such broadcast channels provide simple examples of stationary broadcast channels failing
to have to strong converse property.
B. Memoryless Broadcast Erasure Channels
1) Capacity Region: The structure of memoryless broadcast erasure channels is almost captured by Han’s inequalities [10] or the following theorem due to Shearer [11]
Theorem 1: Let X n be a collection of n random variables and Z n
be a collection of n Boolean random variables, such that for each i;
~.
1  i  n, Zi = 1 0 C
~ H (X n ):
H (X n (Z n ))  C
(5)

702
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This theorem was a key ingredient in the derivation of inequality (1),
it enables here a direct derivation of the capacity region of the memoryless broadcast erasure channel without resorting to the single-letter
characterization. It could as well have been used to derive the strong
converse for memoryless lossy broadcast channels without resorting to
the single-letter characterization, since it allows to use directly [5, Ch.
III.3, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3] in the proof of the strong converse for lossy
broadcast channels [5, Theorem 4.3, Ch. III.4]. The following proposition was independently pointed out in [12] and in [13], its proof parallels the proof of [1, Inequality 1].
Proposition 5: A tuple of rates (Rbf 0 ; R1 ; 1 1 1 Rk01 ) is achievable
over a memoryless broadcast erasure channel with degraded message
set if and only if

01 R
i
Ci
i=1

k

< 1:

(6)

Thus achievable rates may always be achieved by time-sharing.
Proof of Proposition 5: Since time-sharing is always feasible
over stationary ergodic broadcast channels, only the converse part
needs to be proved. We prove it when k = 2. Let (R0 ; R1 ) be an
achievable rate pair, then by [7, Proposition 1 and Theorem 8], there
exists a family of input processes (U ; X ) such that for any > 0,
there exists an n such that

R0
R1

 n1 (H [X (Z0 )] 0 H [X (Z0 )jU ]) +
 n1 H [X n(Z1n)jU n ] + :
n

n

n

n



j n

(7)

H [X n (j )]:

On the other hand, since losses on each channel are assumed to be independent, we may consider that the broadcast channel is stochastically
or even physically degraded: any symbol lost on W 1 is lost over W 0 ,
~ 0 =C~ 1 ). Then
other symbols are lost over W 0 with probability 1 0 (C
n
conditionally on Z1 , the sequence of random variables X n (Z0n ) is a
subsequence of X n (Z1n ), a conditional use of Shearer’s theorem implies

~
(H [X n (Z0n)]jU n ; Z1n = z1n )  C~ 0 H [X n (z1n)jU n ]:
C1

Deconditioning with respect to z1n , we get

H ([X n (Z0n )]jU n ) 

~0
C
n
n
n
~C1 H [X (Z1 )jU ]:

Substituting in (7) and adding the two inequalities, we get for arbitrary
>0

R0
~0
C

+ R~ 1  log jXj + 2
C1

<
e0n(E 0) : The best error exponent is upper-bounded by the spherepacking bound Esp (:; W ) and lower-bounded by the random coding
bound Erc (:; W ), informational characterizations of those quantities
are known [14], [15]. We are not aware of the existence of a general algorithm capable of computing the value of the exponents for
broadcast channels but, fortunately, the broadcast erasure channel is
simple enough so that those two quantities can be determined. A refined
assessment of the PET approach consists in comparing the random
coding exponent for PET codes with the sphere-packing exponent for
memoryless broadcast erasure channels. Let us first recall the form of
the sphere-packing and random-coding exponent for the single-user
erasure channel. Gallager’s approach [16] provides a closed form for
single-user erasure channel exponents. Let
x
10x
1
h(x; y ) = x log + (1 0 x) log
y
10y
denote the relative entropy between two Bernoulli random variables
with parameters x and y , then

~ ; C~ ):
Esp (R; W ) = h(R
Let now the critical rate be
1 C~ =(C~ + jX j(1 0 C~ ))
~ cr =
R
then the random coding exponent satisfies

~ cr  R~ < C~
if R
~  R~ cr :
~
~
= Esp (Rcr ; W ) + Rcr 0 R;
if R

~ ; W ) = Esp (R~ ; W );
Erc (R

n

Now

~0
H [X n (Z0n )]  C

0, for almost all block length n: maxi ei (n; R0 ; 1 1 1 Rk01 ; W )

:

Remark: The essential ingredient in the proof is the conditional application of Shearer’s theorem (or Han inequalities). It is still relevant to the analysis of exchangeable channels: The capacity region of
exchangeable broadcast erasure channels is also described by (6), although those channels do not have the strong converse property.
2) Error Exponents: For good families of codes, error probabilities of memoryless broadcast channels are known to decline exponentially fast with block length n, provided the rate vector is in the capacity region of the channel [14], [15]. E is called an attainable error
exponent if there exists a sequence of codes such that for any  >

(8)
(9)

Remarks: For erasure channels, the random coding exponent only
~ , C~ , and jX j. It will be denoted Erc (R~ ; C~ ; X ). For large
depends on R
alphabets, the sphere-packing exponent and the random-coding exponents coincide over a wide range of rates. Inspection of the derivation
of the coding exponents of erasure channels (cf. [5]) shows that if we
consider k erasure channels with capacities C0 < 1 1 1 Ck01 , it is always possible to find a family of codes that realizes simultaneously the
k random coding exponents for the k channels.
The multiplexing strategy described here encompasses the partition
refinement idea described in [1]. It is parameterized by the block length
n, the bit length l of a packet (jXj = 2l ), the number of priority levels
k (k  l), the rates Ri at which the different priority levels should be
encoded for 0  i < k , and the capacities of the component channels
(Wi ): (Ci ). We assume that
k
i<k

(Ri =Ci ) < 1:

In a PET code, for all i < k , li bits from each packet will be dedicated
~ i0 . We will have to
to encoding of message mi at normalized rate R
0
~ i = lR~ i .
satisfy the constraints i li = l and li R
The total bit length of a codeword will be nl, and nli bits will be
dedicated to the encoding of the i th priority level. The PET code de~ i0 ’s. And one may wonder whether
signer still has to trade li ’s and R
this is the best way to minimize the error probabilities experienced by
the different receivers, i.e., whether spreading information from the ith
priority level over the whole packet would not improve the error exponents. The following propositions constitute a partial answer to those
questions. In the sequel, 3 denotes the set of vectors from k such that
k
i=0 i = 1 and i  0.
Proposition 6: For a broadcast erasure channel W , with capacities

(Ci )i<k , and degraded message set, the sphere packing exponent is at
most

inf max
h
23
i

~i
R
i

~i :
;C
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Proposition 7: For a broadcast erasure channel W , with degraded
message set, the random coding exponent achieved by juxtaposing and
interleaving single-user erasure codes is
sup min

23

i

Erc

~
R
i

i

~ ;
;C
i

jXji

We get
~ ;
~ = ; C
Erc (R0 1 1 1 Rk01 ; W ) = sup min Erc (R
i i
i
23 i

:

Proof of Proposition 6: The arguments use the change of channel
trick and a good guess of the twisted broadcast channel (cf. [5, Ch. II.5,
p. 167] or [14]). We will consider the case of two sources that are to
be transmitted at rates R0 and R1 over a broadcast erasure channel
(W0 , W1 ). (R0 ; R1 ) is assumed to be achievable. Now consider a
twisted memoryless broadcast erasure channel (W0n 0 ; W1n 0 ) with pair
of capacities

0 ~0
0 ; C1 ) = (1 0 )(R~ 0 =; R~ 1 =(1 0 ))
~ ; R
with  2 (0; 1) and  > 0. The pair (R
0 ~ 1 ) is not achievable over
~
(C

this twisted channel. Hence as the strong converse property holds for
memoryless broadcast channels [5], for any sequence of block broadcast codes, for n large enough maxi2f0; 1g ei (f n ; in ) > 1 0 =2.
This means that for some pair of messages (m0 ; m1 ), the events
1
1
S0 = fy ; 0n (y ) 6= m0 g and S1 = fy ; 1n (y ) 6= hm0 ; m1 ig satisfy
n0
n
max Wi (Si jf (m0 ; m1 )) > 1 0 =2:
i
Notice that on a fixed input, the distributions of outputs through chan~ ). Thus we have
~ 0; C
nels Wi and Wi0 have relative entropies n 2 h(C
i
i
[5, Ch. II.5]
~ )
~0; C
h[Win 0 (Si jf n (m0 ; m1 )); Win (Si jf n (m0 ; m1 ))]  n:h(C
i
i
which implies:
n
n
max Wi (Si jf (m0 ; m1 ))
i

n h(Ci ; Ci ) 0 h(=2)
exp 0
 min
i
1 0 =2

jX ji ):

IV. GENERAL BROADCAST ERASURE CHANNELS

Remarks: The supremum in both propositions is attained for a tuple
 where all terms in the minimization (or maximization) are equal.
~ = are larger than the critical rate of the eraNotice that if all R
i i
~ and alphabet size jX ji , the
sure channel with normalized capacity C
i
upper bound stated in Proposition 7 is achieved. The combination of
the two propositions seriously backs the following separation principle:
First design good single-erasure codes with the required rates and alphabets, second, multiplex them in the simplest way using juxtaposition and interleaving.

~0 ~

703

:

As  may be arbitrarily small, by continuity of h, this in turn implies
that the sphere-packing exponent for the memoryless broadcast era~ )) where  =  and
~ = ; C
sure channel is smaller than maxi (h(R
i i
i
0
1 = 1 0 .

Proof of Proposition 7: Let j denote lj =l for j 2 f0; 1g.
Let multiplexed single-user codes realize simultaneously the
random-coding exponents for the relevant erasure channels, for all i
0nE (R~ j ; C~ i ; jXj j )
ei 
e
j i
0nE (R~ j ; C~ i ; jXj j ) :
 (i + 1) max
e
(10)
j i
Thus by monotonicity of the random-coding exponent with respect to
capacity
0nE (R~ j ; C~ i ; jXj j )
max ei  k max e
i<kk
j i<kk
~ ~
i
 k max
e0nE (Ri ; Ci ; jXj ) :
(11)
i<kk

The engineering solution, i.e., time sharing and interleaving,
provides a good method to design broadcast codes over memoryless
broadcast erasure channels. It would be nice if it were also the case
over erasure channels with memory. Unfortunately, it is possible
to design asymptotically memoryless broadcast erasure channels
for which time sharing does not exhaust the capacity region. Let
(W0 ; W1 ) be defined in the following way. For every sequence
of six symbols x6i 1 1 1 x6i+5 for i = 0 1 1 1 1 either the first three
symbols x6i 1 1 1 x6i+2 , or last three symbols x6i+3 1 1 1 x6i+5 are
erased by the powerful component channel W1 , and four symbols,
either x6i 1 1 1 x6i+3 , x6i ; x6i+1 ; x6i+4 ; x6i+5 , or x6i+2 1 1 1 x6i+5
are erased. Blocks x6i 1 1 1 x6i+5 and x6j 1 1 1 x6j +5 are handled
independently by both component channels. This broadcast channel
is not stationary, although it is block-stationary and loss probability
is shift-invariant over both component channels. It does not have
long memory: Channel memory vanishes after six steps. Component
~ = 1=2, nevertheless
~ = 1=3 and C
channels have capacities C
1
0
~
~
(R0 ; R1 ) = (1=6; 1=3) is an achievable rate pair: The channel
alphabet is assumed to be provided with a group structure, one symbol
of common information m0 and two symbols of private information
(m1 ; m2 ) are encoded in six symbols x0 1 1 1 x5 , in the following way:
x0 = x5 = m1 , x2 = m2 , x1 = x4 = m0 8 m1 , x3 = m0 8 m2 .
The common information can always be recovered from the W 0
output, the private information can always be recovered from W 1

~

~

C

C

R
output. And R
~ + ~

= 7=6

> 1. Notice that because losses are

not exchangeable, for the input sequence defined by this encoding,
the conditional entropy rates per variable H [X (Z 0 )jU ] is 1=2 while
H [X (Z 1 )jU ] is 2=3.
Hence the class of broadcast erasure channels over which time
sharing does not exhaust the capacity region, has still to be determined.
APPENDIX
Sketch of Proof of Lemma 1: Let (U ; X ) be a family of input processes. M0 = 2bnR c elements u1 ; 1 1 1 ; uM are generated according
to U n , then for each ui , M1 = 2bnR c codewords xi; j are drawn
according to PrX jU . The message (i; j ) is encoded by xi; j . To describe decoding let us define as in [9] the following information-spectrum typical sets.
n
n
n
PrX jU (x ju)W0 (y0 jx )
1
T1n = (u; y0 ): log x
n
PrY fy0 g

> R0 +
T2n

=

(x;

y1 ):

1

n

log

W1n (y1 jx)
> R0 + R1 +
PrY fy1 g

W1n (y1 jx)
> R1 +
n
PrY jU fy1 jug
Let Fi and Ei; j denote the following sets:
Fi = f(ui ; y0 ) 2 T1n g
Ei; j = f(ui ; xi; j ; y1 ) 2 T2n \ T3n g:
T3n

=

(u;

x; y1 ):

1

log

:
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On receiving y0 over W0n the decoder 0 reproduces i if and only if
there exists a unique i such that (ui ; y0 ) 2 Fi . On receiving an output
y1 over W1n the decoder 1 reproduces (i; j ) if and only if there exists
a unique (i; j ) such that (ui ; xi; j ; y1 ) 2 Ei; j .
Averaging the decoding error probability for W0n over the random
codes, using the exchangeability of messages, and the union bound, we
get for the average error probability on channel W0

e0 

fu1 ; x1; 1 ; y0 : (u1 ; y0 ) 62 T1ng
Pr fu1 ; y0 g
+ M0 2

0
Pr fu g:
:(u ; y )2T
But by definition of T1n for any (u0 ; y0 ) 2 T1n
0 0 n
0
n
Pr fx ju g W0 (y0 jx ) > M0 2 e
2 Pr fy0 g

u

: (u ; y )2T

 Pr fT2

or

1 M0

+M

2

1

2

n; c

T3

g

(13)

x ; (u ; x ; y

)2T
;y

)2T

Pr

fu1 ; x1; 1 ; y1 g

(15)

x0 , if
0
n
n
0
n
(x ; y1 ) 2 T2 : W1 (y1 jx ) > e
M0 M1 Pr fy1 g

(u1 ;

x0 ; y1 ) 2 T3n ; W1n (y1 jx0 ) > e

hence
u ; x (x ; y

)2T

Pr

)2T

M1

Pr

0

n

Pr

0

n

fx0 ju1 g  eM1

:

(16)

(17)

Plugging (16) and (17) into (15)

e1

 Pr fT2n; c or T3n; c g + 2:e0

n

:

(18)

This terminates the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 2: Let the broadcast code and input process be
defined as in the statement of Lemma 2. Then let

1
Ln1 =
1
Ln2 =
1
Ln3 =

f(u; y0 ): Pr fy0 ; ug  e0 n Pr fy0 gg
f(x; y1 ): Pr fx; y1 g  e0 n Pr fy1 gg
f(u; x; y1 ): Pr fx; y1 jug  e0 n Pr fy1jugg:

xj ; y1 ) 2 Ln2 and 1n (y1 ) = (i; j )g

f

xj ; y1 ) 2 Ln3 and 1n (y1 ) = (i; j )g:

Pr (ui ;

y

i=1
M




f

Pr (ui ;

i=1 y
M
i=1 y
y

y0 ) 2 Ln1 and 0n (y0 ) = ig

:  (y )=i

f

Pr (ui ;

Pr

:  (y )=i
0n :
Pr fy0 g e

y0 ) 2 Ln1 g

fy0 g e0n

The authors wish to thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting a
mistake in a previous version of the correspondence, and another reviewer for pointing out [13].
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Sequential Decoding for the Exponential Server Timing
Channel
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Abstract—We show the existence of a good tree code with a sequential
decoder for the exponential server timing channel. The expected number
of computations before moving one step ahead is upper-bounded by a finite
(2 ) nats per
number. The rate of information transfer for this code is
second, i.e., one half of the capacity. The cutoff rate for the exponential
server queue is therefore at least
(2 ) nats per second.
Index Terms—Computation, decoding metric, sequential decoder, singleserver queue, timing channel, tree codes.
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coding tree so long as we seem to be (based on a metric) on the right
track. Once the metric falls below a certain threshold, we backtrack
and explore other paths, possibly changing the value of the threshold
to account for the changed circumstances. The stack algorithm [4], [5],
extends the node with the highest metric at each stage, until the end of
the tree is reached. There is a relation between the number of computations in both these algorithms.
We are interested in finding bounds on the average number of computations before proceeding one step forward in the correct path. The
difficulty with analyzing the performance of the sequential decoding
technique for communication systems with memory is the following.
When comparing two paths that are the same up to a certain node, the
choice of one or the other depends on the branches common to both
paths in a way that is typically difficult to handle. For memoryless channels, however, the metric that determines this choice can be selected so
that the choice does not depend on the common branches.
We can also get over this difficulty for timing channels. We show
that the first mbranches can be summed up by one quantity that lends
itself to a simple analysis. Our proof is based on the proof in [2] for
multiple-access channels, restricted to single-user channels. Burke’s
output theorem for an M=M=1 queue plays an important role in determining a suitable metric. The main contributions of this work are the
choice of this metric, and a simple analytical artifice (used earlier in [8]
in a different context) that shows how the elegant technique in [2] can
be modified to prove the existence of a good tree code for this system
with memory.
Section II introduces the problem in the appropriate notation and
states the result. Section III contains the proof. We conclude with a
brief discussion in Section IV.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sequential decoding of convolutional codes and tree codes ([1]–[5],
etc.) is a useful decoding technique wherein the average number of
computations performed is linear in block length as compared to an
exponential number of computations for the maximum-likelihood decoder. A vast majority of the literature on sequential decoding deals
with memoryless channels. A few papers, (for example, [6], [7]) extend
the sequential decoding technique to a class of channels with memory,
namely, finite-state channels. In this work we show that the sequential
decoding technique can be used on timing channels (for example, [8]
and [9]). Interestingly, this timing channel is a channel with memory
and cannot be described within the class of finite-state channels.
Specifically, we want to transmit information reliably through a
single-server queue [8], [9], at rates below half the capacity, but with
manageable decoding complexity. In [8]–[10], a decoding technique
for block codes was described where the number of computations is
exponential in n, the number of packets. By imposing a tree structure
on the codes and using the sequential decoding technique, we save
on computations at the expense of the rate at which information is
reliably transmitted. This work is perhaps a first step in the direction
of finding good codes for communication over timing channels.
There are many versions of the sequential decoding technique. The
basic idea behind the Fano algorithm [3] is to move forward in the deManuscript received December 21, 1998; revised Septepmber 23, 1999. This
work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant
NCR-9523805 002.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Princeton
University, Princeton, NJ 08544 USA.
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Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9448(00)01690-4.

II. TREE CODES FOR SINGLE-SERVER QUEUE
Before describing the tree code and our result, we briefly describe
the channel. The queue is initially empty. The encoder inputs a certain
(nonzero) number of packets at time t = 0: The last packet input at
time t = 0 is called the zeroth packet. Let y0 be the time at which the
zeroth packet exits the queue after service. The quantity y0 is therefore
the amount of unfinished work at time t = 0: Depending on the message to be transmitted, the encoder then sends the first packet at time
x1 seconds, the second packet at time x2 after the first packet, and so
on. Thus the interarrival times of packets are x1 ; x2 ; 1 1 1 : The receiver
observes the interdeparture times, y1 ; y2 ; 1 1 1 ; following the departure
of the zeroth packet. Let R+ = [0; 1): Let e (s) = e0s , s 2 R+ :
The conditional probability density of the output y n = (y1 ; 1 1 1 ; yn )
given xn and y0 is
n
f (yn jxn ; y0 ) =
e (yi 0 wi )
(1)
i=1
where

wi = max

0;

i
j =1

xj 0

i01
j =0

yj

(2)

is the server’s idling time before serving the ith packet.
We now describe the tree code. We follow the notation in [2] with
a few modifications. At each instant of time t, the source generates a
letter ut 2 f0; 1; 1 1 1 ; M 0 1g; and the sequence u = (u1 ; u2 ; 1 1 1)
is encoded by a tree code gg : The tree g is such that M edges leave
each node of the code tree. Each edge is labeled by an N -tuple of
nonnegative real numbers. The root node is labeled by the number of
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